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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

A  two-dimensional  particle-in-cell  (PIC)  model  considering  secondary  electron  emission  (SEE) as  a  func-
tion of  ion  instantaneous  incident  energy  is  developed  for  describing  ion  trajectories  and  shadow  effects
in  mesh-assisted  plasma  immersion  ion  implantation  (PIII)  of  insulator.  The  simulation  results  indicate
that  mesh-assisted  PIII can  improve  the  equivalent  surface  potential,  suppress  the  emission  of  secondary
electrons  and  provide  better  implantation  dynamics  for  ions  implantation  on  insulator.  On  5  mm  thick
polymer  substrate,  an aluminum  plasma  implanted  coating  is  achieved  with  excellent  adhesion  strength
eywords:
on trajectory
hadow effect
esh-assisted plasma immersion ion

mplantation
nsulator

by mesh-assisted  PIII with  10 mm  mesh  height.  Consistent  results  are  obtained  from  experiments  and
numerical  simulation  disclosing  that  shallow  effects  can  be eliminated,  and  ions  incident  energy  is
enhanced.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
article-in-cell

. Introduction

Plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) of dielectrics could
ecome a true challenge with the growing use of silicon on

nsulator (SOI) substrate in integrated circuit fabrication, and the
orld-wide development of flat panel display technology [1,2]. In

oth cases, the doping of silicon must be performed on silica or
lass substrates with thicknesses in the millimeter range. How-
ver, attempts to implant insulating/dielectric substrates using PIII
ave encountered intrinsic physical limitations, such as charging,
rcing and the difficulty of controlling the surface potential of the
arget [3,4]. The common PIII approach is to place the dielectric
amples on a conductive substrate holder which connects with
igh-voltage pulses [5]. However, the magnitude of the potential
t the dielectric–plasma interface is reduced by a combination
f dielectric capacitance and charge accumulation due to the
ntroduction of positive ions and emission of secondary electrons
SE) [1,5,6].  If the pulse length is long enough and/or the plasma

ensity high enough, the insulator will charge up to the floating
otential [7].  Thus, the insulating substrate that is positioned
n a conducting target holder cannot rise to the full (negative)
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pulse bias potential, consequently, the effective implant energy
is consequentially reduced [4,8]. The surface charging, electrical
arcing, plasma sheath distortion, capacitance effects are common
challenges for PIII on an insulating/dielectric material [6,9,10].

The effective dielectric thickness of the substrate and applied
pulse length and frequency that can be used in practice are limited.
Severe potential is significantly reduced and instrumental arcing
may  become too difficult to overcome [4].  To minimize surface
charging and improve the depth of treatment, a metal mesh can
be placed several mm  or cm around the insulator and pulse biased
together with the target holder [7,9,11–13].  In this way, a cage-
shaped target forms and the insulating object inside the cage floats
electrically. Ions accelerated across the sheath toward the mesh
pass through the holes and are implanted into the insulator surface.
The results show that mesh-assisted PIII is an effective technique
for thick, complex shapes or large insulating objects [11,14–16].  The
metal mesh not only improves the implantation energy and inci-
dent dose but also minimizes surface charging to some extent [7,9].
On the other hand, even with the mesh, ions accelerated through
the mesh holes are not implanted at full potential [11], and it may
be due to factors, such as ion deceleration between the mesh and

insulator surface. The optimized dimension scaling of a mesh is
also critical because if they are too large, ions implanted through
the center region of the holes will not have high impact energy
[11]. Besides, the distance between the mesh and insulator surface
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Fig. 1. Potential at the insulator–plasma interface and potential difference (�V)
Y. Huang et al. / Applied Surfa

ay  also result in inefficient shielding of the drop in potential and
ons may  become decelerated once they get past the mesh. Proper
lacement of the mesh with respect to the insulator surface as well
s correct dimensions and shape of the mesh holes are crucial to the
on energy. Moreover, shadowing effects due to the mesh are quite
pparent and can affect the ion dose uniformity [17]. Therefore, the
ptimization of dimension scaling and height of mesh, and study of
mplantation dynamics including the evolution of surface potential
nd ion trajectories are critical for mesh-assisted PIII of insulator
or achieving optimum dose uniformity and implanted ion energy.

. Particle-in-cell model for mesh-assisted PIII of insulator

A 2D particle-in-cell (PIC) model considering secondary electron
mission (SEE) as a function of instantaneous ions incident energy
s developed for describing mesh-assisted PIII of insulator. The PIC

odel solves the Newton and Poisson equations. Kinetic, non-local
nd non-equilibrium effects have been included. Implanting ions
ith high energy can eject secondary electrons. The emission coef-
cient � of SE is not constant and increases with instantaneous

mplanting energy Eimplanting. In the model, the variation of � with
on energy for dielectric materials is expressed approximately by

 = �0

√
Eimplanting

E0
(1)

here �0 is the coefficient corresponding to the implanting energy
0. Thus, the variation of ion current Ii(t) can be given by

i(t) =
(

1 + �0

√
Eimplanting

E0

)
eui(t) ni(t) (2)

here e is the electronic charge, ui(t) is the velocity of ion, and ni(t)
s the ion density.

Furthermore, because the sheath voltage usually reaches sev-
ral kV, the sheath width rapidly increases, resulting in large
isplacement current due to the sheath expansion. Thus, the tar-
et current is composed of three currents: incident ion current,
mitted electron current and displacement current [18]. The dis-
lacement current due to changing sheath potential and changing
heath capacitance are included.

d(t) = Cs(t)
dVs(t)

dt
+ Vs(t)

dCs(t)
dt

(3)

here Cs(t) = ε0A/ds(t) is the temporal capacitance, ε0 is the dielec-
ric permittivity of free space.

The target is assumed to be a nonconductor so that, on the time
cale of applied pulse, charge in the dielectric accumulates, and
annot dissipate. The charge, in turn, builds up an opposing electric
eld that decreases the surface potential of the dielectric. Consider-

ng the charging and capacitance effects, the instantaneous surface
otential surface potential is related to the dielectric properties and
hickness of the insulating materials such that per unit area as given
y

S(t) = V0(t) − ES(t)d
εr

− �(t)
C0

(4)

here εr is the relative permittivity, ES is the electric field in the
lasma at the surface of the insulator, d is the thickness of the

nsulator, C0 is the capacitance of per unit area. The surface charge
ensity �(t) depends on the number of ion and SEE per unit area
rom the beginning of the present pulse. Hence, VS(t) can become
ore positive due to the charge accumulation if the relative per-
ittivity εr is smaller and the sample thickness d is thicker.
For mesh-assisted PIII, the capacitance C is considered as the par-

llel capacitance of the insulator capacitance C1 and C2 between the
under the metal mesh as a function of time. The inset schematic diagram is the
definition of �V, and the applied target potential is as shown in the lower-right
inset.

insulator surface and mesh. The parallel capacitance can be given
by

C = C1 + C2 = εrε0S1

d
+ ε0S2

h
(5)

where d is the thickness of the insulator, h is the mesh height above
the insulator surface, S1 and S2 are the surface area of the insulator
and mesh, respectively. Only the above surface of insulator and the
nether surface of mesh are considered, so that S1 = S2. And then the
capacitance of per unit area can be given by

C0 = εrε0

d1
+ ε0

h
(6)

In the simulation, PIC simulation involves superparticles in a
uniform grid of nodes, calculating the electrical fields at these
nodes, and interpolating the forces on the particles. The movement
of particles is described by Newton’s laws [19]. We  take Al+ plasma
and polymer insulator as an example in which all the base values of
the input parameters, such as electron temperature kTe = 1 eV, ion
density n0 = 1 × 1010 cm−3, the relative permittivity of the insula-
tor εr = 3.4, the thickness of the dielectric d = 5 mm,  the amplitude
of negative voltage pulse applied to the electrode V0 = −10 kV, the

rise time tR = 20 ω−1
pi

(where ω−1
pi

= (ε0mi/n0q2)
1/2

is the inverse
plasma ion frequency), and the emission coefficient of SE �0 = 2
corresponding to the ion incident energy E0 = 10 keV.

3. Results and discussion

The temporal evolution of the surface potential of insulator
and the potential difference �V  (the ability of suppressing the
emission of SE) under the mesh are calculated as shown in Fig. 1.
Enshrouding the insulator substrate with a conducing mesh cage
builds up an equipotential space between the mesh and insulator
surface before implantation. The internal electric field under the
mesh automatically builds up once plasma implantation starts.
This field substantially suppresses the emission of SE from the

insulator surface. At the time scale of 9.3 T (T = (ε0mi/n0q2)
1/2

,
the plasma ion period), the �V  is 100 V, and the ability is enough
to suppress SEE according to the lower energy of SE [20]. Ions
implanted into the surface accumulate to produce a retarding
electric field. The charge, in turn, builds up an opposing electric

field which decreases the surface potential and enhances the ability
of suppressing SEE for mesh-assisted PIII on insulator. Based on
an overall consideration of the capability of the SE suppression
and an increase of equivalent capacitance induced by the mesh,
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Fig. 2. Trajectories of ions on 2 mm plane above the mesh for different mesh height:
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such as, at the timescale of 150 T, the percentages are 70.5% and
69.3% for conversional PIII on conductor and mesh-assisted PIII on
insulator, respectively.
a)  2.0 mm and (b) 8.0 mm.

esh-assisted PIII is to effectively accelerate the ions from the
lasma and to retract SE thereby reducing surface charging.

For the first time, ions trajectories under the assisted mesh
re specifically described as shown in Fig. 2. In order to disclose
he dynamics of the implanted ions, seventeen ions with 0.05 mm
istance at 2 mm  plane above the mesh surface are real-time
racked. The marked ions move at the ion sound velocity before
hey encounter the plasma sheath. Fig. 1 depicts the complex ion
rajectories for the mesh height h = 2 and 8 mm,  respectively. The
ons over the mesh bone are implanted into the mesh wall but not
hrough the mesh into the insulator. When the height of mesh is too
ow, the divergence distance is small, and the shadow effect is quite
pparent as shown in Fig. 2(a). With increasing the height of mesh,
he divergence distance becomes larger, some ions run through dif-
erent meshes space, and the shadow effect is weakened as shown
n Fig. 2(b).

In order to disclose the shadow effect further, the marked ions,
hich locate as shown in the inset of Fig. 3, are tracked. In Fig. 3, the
ivergence of the marked ions is plotted as a function of the mesh
eight. When the mesh height is 8 mm,  the divergence reaches
ore than one mesh unit length (1.6 mm)  for the No. 1 ion. With

he reducing of mesh height and the increasing of ions locating
eight, the divergence decreases as shown in Fig. 3. That is to say,
he shadow effect is enhanced with the reducing of the mesh height,

nd more ions which are at higher location above the mesh will
well the shadow effect. Higher placement of the mesh with respect
o the insulator surface is crucial to the ion dose uniformity. The
Fig. 3. Divergence of marked ions (Nos. 1–3) and shadow effects as a function of
mesh height: (a) divergence of marked ions, (b) shadow effect with the mesh height
4  mm,  and (c) shadow effect with the mesh height 10 mm.

influence law of shadow effect is proved by the mesh-assisted PIII
of Al+ plasma on polymer as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c).

At the time scale of 100 T, the distribution of incident ions dose
is shown in Fig. 4. The surface just under the mesh bone receives a
lower ion dose due to the shadow effect of the mesh. This dose
distribution remains the same trend for different mesh heights.
However, with the increase of mesh height, more ions can round
the mesh wall and implant into the insulator surface. The shadow
effect is weakened with the increasing of the mesh height as shown
in Fig. 4.

To corroborate the better implantation dynamics, a mesh-
assisted aluminum PIII is performed on a polymer substrate with a
thickness of 5 mm.  Fig. 5 shows the typical fracture surface after
scratching test using a diamond Rockwell head with 5 N loads.
There are no large cracks and flaking morphology along the scratch
track for mesh-assisted aluminum PIII. However, the distance of
flaking expansion is more than 100 �m for the conversional alu-
minum PIII on the polymer. This means better adhesion between
the implanted layer and polymer substrate due to the high energy
ions implantation during mesh-assisted PIII. For the simulation
data, as shown in Fig. 6, the percentage of high energy (≥80% Emax)
implanted ions is nearly equivalent to implantation of conductor,
Fig. 4. Distribution of incident ions dose at the time scale of 100 T.
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Fig. 5. Optical micrograph showing cracks of ions implanted layer on polymer after scra
with  the mesh height 10 mm.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of high energy ions at different time of one pulse.

The implantation dynamics has been studied by the 2D PIC
odel considering SEE as a function of ion instantaneous incident

nergy. For mesh-assisted PIII, the metal mesh has some posi-
ive effects on the plasma implantation dynamics. The equivalent
apacitance is increased induced by the mesh compared to the insu-
ator. The equivalent capacitance will retard the reduction of the
urface potential assuming that the same charges are accumulated
n the insulator. Consequently, the implantation efficacy can be
mproved [9].  Synchronously, the internal electric field under the

esh will suppress the emission of SE from the insulator surface,
nd electrons from the insulator do not directly see the cham-
er wall due to the configuration of the electric field around the
esh. The reduction of the surface potential will be weakened.

urthermore, the model can be used to optimize the height and
imension scale of the assisted mesh for special insulator and ini-
ial plasma conditions, and apply optimization to mesh-assisted
III on insulator for optimum dose uniformity and implanted ion
nergy. For mesh-assisted PIII, the ability to plasma implant insu-
ating materials broadens the applications tremendously and the
rimary beneficiaries are the SOI, biomedical and polymeric indus-
ries.
. Conclusion

In summary, a method utilizing PIC model considering SEE as a
unction of ion instantaneous incident energy has been developed

[

[

tching test: (a) conversional aluminum PIII, and (b) mesh-assisted aluminum PIII

to simulate mesh-assisted PIII on insulator. The dynamic sheath
model will yield some insight on the process and is quite powerful
combining with experimental verification. On 5 mm thick poly-
mer  substrate, the mesh-assisted aluminum PIII coating is achieved
with excellent adhesion strength and no shadow effect. Our results
indicate that mesh-assisted PIII can improve the equivalent surface
potential, suppress the emission of SE and provide better implan-
tation dynamics for ions implantation on insulator.
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